DON'T LET WASHINGTON TAKE OUR WORK AWAY!

The Federal Communications Commission in Washington, DC is considering mandating One Touch, Make Ready (OTMR) pole attachment regulations. OTMR gives contractors the right to move AT&T's equipment on utility poles with no accountability. That’s our work – and has been for 70 years.

Louisville, KY passed a One Touch, Make Ready law, and now the FCC might impose the same regulation nationwide. We know that contractors’ shoddy work can open the door to dangerous work conditions and service issues for customers.

**THIS IS A FIGHT FOR OUR WORK, GOOD MIDDLE-CLASS UNION JOBS, SAFE CONDITIONS, AND QUALITY SERVICE.**

Here’s what you can do to protect your work and ensure quality service for customers:

**1. FIGHT ONE TOUCH, MAKE READY POLICY**

Sign the petition asking your representatives in Washington to protect your work.

Visit cwa-union.org/OTMRpetition for more information.